
... in orchards and vineyards

... for turf care and landscape care 

... in agriculture and forestry

... to shred sawn timber

Flail
mulchers

Quality is not an accident,
nor is it a coincidence

Developed
and manufactured
in Germany



For more than 65 years humus has stood for
innovative mulching technology in orchards and
vineyards and municipal green area maintenance.

We have grown up with
the development and

production of mulchers.
Today, the machines

offered under the
brand name humus are
standard equipment in

orchards and vineyards,
municipal implementation
and forestry applications.

Plant 3 
humus mulcher assembly

Our history
Since 1954 when we developed the
first mulcher for orchards, we have
successfully pursued this theme. Today
the humus product range includes more
than 100 models. Now for more than
65 years the name, Maschinen fabrik
Bermatingen, has been a guarantee
of competence and innovation. Our
expenditures for research and develop-
ment are at a very high level. In all
segments, we constantly strive to adapt
our products to the requirements of our
customers and thus to the requirements
of the market.
In this process the considerations of our
designers always go in two directions:
On one hand the goal is to implement
perfect technical solutions with the
development of easy-to-operate machines
and equipment, on the other hand the
multifaceted requirements that enable
environmentally responsible behaviour
must be taken into account.

Modern manufacturing assures
a high standard of quality
All the operations of the enterprise are
centralised in at the company’s head-
quarters facilities in Bermatingen on Lake
Constance: Administration, development,
parts manufacturing and final assembly
work together transparently. The biggest
milestone in the company’s history was
reached by the construction of the new
company headquarters. This allowed
the previous production area of 9,000 m2

to be expanded to the current production
area of over 15,600 m2.

Know-how
With team spirit and commitment,
qualified and motivated employees
ensure the achievement of our ambitious
corporate goals. We know: If you want
to be a top player, you must be prepared
to achieve something extraordinary.
We act accordingly: Through ongoing
investment we guarantee the high quality
standard of our products. Systematic
inspections and test accompany all
phases, from the development to all
stages of manufacturing to shipment to
our customers throughout the world.

Precision work for satisfied
customers
In our company it is not just all products
that are in-house designs or that are
developed by ourselves to series produc-
tion readiness, we also produce all
component parts ourself – to the extent
possible and to the extent that appears
profitable for us. Trained employees
operate state-of-the-art manufacturing
equipment. In addition to the laser
centre (www.laserschneiden.tv) our CNC-
controlled welding robots and trimming
presses comprise another important
prerequisite for smoothly and sustainably
fulfilling our own quality requirements
and the high quality expectations of our
customers. In our own paint shops our
product receive the protective paint finish.



In France we are represented by our subsidiary,
Humus S.A.

Likewise, when installing standard parts
we also impose high quality requirements
and only use products that meet
international standards.

Award winning
Recognised and award-winning
accomplishment is an incentive for us
to not let up in our efforts to always
offer perfect solutions to our customers.
Modern technology, optimal ease of
operation and tested safety are implicit
in our developments – this is confirmed
by international test certificates.

...developed and 
manufactured in Germany

KM
Working width 1.25 – 2.20 m
from 18 kW / 25 hp, Mounting: rear
for mulching and shredding prunings

8

PME
Working width 1.55 – 2.20 m
from 25 kW / 35 hp, Mounting: front and rear
Heavy model for mulching and wood shredding

12

WM
Working width 0.85 – 1.45 m
from 13 kW / 18 hp, Mounting: front and/or rear
for mulching and shredding prunings 6

PM
Working width 2.78 – 3.20 m
from 110 kW / 150 hp, Mounting: front and/or rear
heavy model for tractors up to 320 hp

14

SM
Working width 0.85 – 1.75 m
from 8 kW / 11 hp, Mounting: front or rear
for municipal tractors or small tractors

26

SME
Working width 0.85 – 1.45 m
from 8 kW / 11 hp, Mounting: front
for single axle tractors and AEBI TC07

28

SPG
Working width 1.55 – 2.20 m
from 22 kW / 30 hp, Mounting: front and/or rear
for mulching

24

KM flat drive
Working width 1.35 – 2.20 m
from 18 kW / 25 hp, Mounting: front
for mulching and shredding prunings
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Type A
Working width 1.55 – 2.20 m
from 26 kW / 36 hp, Mounting: front and/or rear
flail mulcher for large areas

22optional

optional

optional

KMF
Working width 1.80 – 3.20 m
from 30 kW / 40 hp, Mounting: front and/or rear
heavy design for Unimog and tractor

16

PMF
Working width 2.20 – 3.20 m
from 37 kW / 50 hp, Mounting: front and/or rear

18

PML
Working width 2.20 – 2.78 m
from 37 kW / 50 hp, Mounting: front and/or rear

20
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Top technology for
outstanding results
The mode of operation of all humus flail mulchers: On the electronically-dynamically
balanced rotor shaft with a generously configured spherical roller bearing the cutters
are arranged so that they can oscillate freely and overlap. The cutters mulch the growth
at the individually adjustable height and convey the mulched material through the
tearing bars – here fine defibration and reduction occur. The mulched material is routed
along the housing via the track roller and is uniformly distributed behind the flail mower.

The humus flail mulchers are either equipped with “Y“-type blades or with flails depending on the application:

The blades that are suspended in pairs are free-moving, durable
and require only minimal force. Moreover they ensure good
distribution of the mulch mass. They can be used on both sides
and are very popular because they generate minimal dust
when they are working.

Recommended implementation areas
n Green area maintenance
n Branches to 5 cm Ø
n Shrubbery
n On rocky ground
n In row cultures
n Mulching in green manure

“Y“-type blades

Small flails

Recommended implementation areas
...for fine-cutting blades
n Pasture care
n Shredding timber to approx. 10 cm Ø
n Green area maintenance
n Field work
n Forestry applications
n mulching of corn stover
...for claw blades
n Shredding timber to approx. 10 cm Ø

Due to its special shape and high net weight 2,7 kg, the system
flail develops an advantageous suction effect and a particularly
attractive cutting pattern. Either a fine-cutting blade or a claw
blade is screwed into the deep bed of the cutter carrier.
The blades can be cost-effectively replaced.

System flail

Recommended implementation areas
...for fine-cutting blades
n Pasture care
n Shredding timber to approx. 10 cm Ø
n Green area maintenance
n Field work
n Forestry applications
n mulching of corn stover
...for claw blades
n Shredding timber to approx. 10 cm Ø

Due to its special shape and high net weight 4,6 kg, the system
flail develops an advantageous suction effect and a particularly
attractive cutting pattern. Either a fine-cutting blade or a claw
blade is screwed into the deep bed of the cutter carrier.
The blades can be cost-effectively replaced.

System flail 
for PM

B70

B80

Like its big brother, the system flail, due to its special shape and
high deadweight, the fine-cutting blade B60 develops an advantageous
suction effect and a particularly attractive cutting pattern.
A fine-cutting blade is screwed into the deep bed of the cutter carrier.
The blades can be cost-effectively replaced.

Models SM, SMH, SSP 125 to 155, SME and SSG are available with
the B60 fine-cut blade, flail cutters, or as safety mulchers. They ensure
a clean and good cut when mulching and really prove themselves
when shredding shrubbery to a thickness of 3 cm.

Recommended implementation areas
n Mulching of grass
n Parks and athletic facilities
n Roadsides and waysides
n Dams and dikes
n Municipal use
n Shredding timber to approx. 3 cm Ø

Fine-cutting
blade B60

This is an all-round flail. It equally suited for mulching and
for shredding wood to a thickness of approx. 5 cm.

Universal flail

Recommended implementation areas
n Mulching of undergrowth

and multi-year growth
n Embankment maintenance
n Line maintenance
n Biotope maintenance
n Renaturation
n Recultivation
n Maintenance of bushy areas
n Area management and

landscape management

The B70 cutter is the ideal partner for tasks with light ground contact!
Thanks to its single-edged, sharp and hardened blade, you obtain the
best fine-chopping results. The B70 cutter is suitable for all ground
conditions, all types of vegetation and all types of undergrowth strata.

Triple-edged carbide tool with offset cutting edges for wear-intensive
and sandy applications. Minimal force requirement thanks to diagonally
inserted carbide plates and an additional wear guard on the holder.

Only suitable
for the PH
underbrush
mulcher!
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The patented Safety Mulcher
technology has received
multiple awards!

...Safety
Thanks to the special design and arrangement of the cutters on the rotor,
ejection of rocks and other foreign objects during the work and when lifting
out the mulcher is virtually suppressed.

...Performance
Safety mulchers permit a higher cutting speed of the cutters; this has a
positive effect on increased working speed and thus a greater area output is
achieved.

...Quality
Due to the high number of cutting edges through use of the three cutter
system, the safety mulchers ensures a clean grass cut and perfect reduction
of the mulched material.

...Service
A worm shaft is at the centre of the Safety Mulcher technology, which is
equipped with multi-toothed cutting blades made of highly wear-resistant
special steel. The divided cutter segments can be quickly and easily replaced
without special tools. In terms of service this saves time and money.

humus safety mulchers: 
The revolutionary mulching technology 
with convincing advantages...



... developed and manufactured in Germany

The sturdy WM flail mulchers are fitted with
a solid and torsion-free steel sheet housing
and a compact design. The slim drive box
is ideal for mulching in viniculture
and other cultures in rows. Thanks
to the special mounting system,
it is possible to equip the machines
with various accessories and fulfill
every customisation individually,
whether rear mounting, front mounting
or rear and front mounting.
The customer can choose between rigid
mounting or hydraulic sideshift adjustment.
It is also possible to mount special equipment
such as mulching heads or rotary tillers. Due to
the hinged mounting and shredding device it can be
switched easily between mulching and shredding prunings. Just pull the prongs
and open the cover. Thus, the WM flail mulcher is very versatile. From wineries
up to gardening and landscaping designers or municipal businesses.

6

WM In orchards and in vineyards for mulching and
shredding grape-vine

e.g.

additional
cutter systems

page 7

WM 145
with special equipment

certified for

road maintenance serviceDIN EN 13524



WM 85 95 105 115 125 135 145

“Y“-type blades pcs 24 28 30 36 36 42 44
System flail pcs 8 8 8 8 10 10 12

Working width  m 0.85 0.95 1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35 1.45

Overall width m 0.95 1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35 1.45 1.55

Power requirement* min. kW / hp 13/18 13/18 13/18 16/22 18/25 18/25 22/30

Rpm of PTO rpm 540 or 1,000

Weight** approx. kg 235 255 275 295 315 335 355

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height 
** Weight may differ according to equipment                                                    

Basic equipment
n Mounting: front and/or rear
n Shredding of scrub and prunings: up to approx. 5 cm Ø “Y“-type blades

or flail blades and up to approx. 8 cm Ø system flails
n Rigid surface
n Gearbox with free wheel
n High-quality bevel gear: Robust, flexible drive over enhanced V-belt

on the rotor shaft, automatic belt tensioning
n Rear roller adjustment for good soil management and precise cutting height
n Self-cleaning roller with large storage and floor-friendly guide to the rounded

ends and vertical adjustment the mulch machine – at WM 135 and 145
n Drive roller diameter: 140 mm
n Rotor tube diameter: 102 mm
n Serrated counter-cutter in the housing to increase the degree of defibration

and reduction of the mulch mass
n Drive-side housing height with rear attachment, flat drive 602 mm;

with 3-point attachment drive 743 mm high
n Housing height on the discharge side 487 mm

Technical data

Well proven range of use 
n in orchards and vineyards
n in horticulture
n in berry plantations
n in nurseries
n in sports facilities and parkways
n fallows
n in landscape maintenance
n to shred prunings
n in municipal use
n mulching of corn stover

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO
n Two-sided three-point frame for front / rear mounting

(only available as rigid mounting)
n Hydraulic side shift in connection with parallelogram shift /adjustment way

approx. 40 cm (possible from WM 125) only for front or rear mounting
n Mechanical lateral adjustment (only for front or rear mounting)
n Gearbox independent rotation directions
n Rack prongs for taking up- and shredding attachment
n Set of skids

 
  

WM cutter
system,
either...

“Y“-type blades

System flails...
with fine-cuttting
blade or claw blade

Universal flail

Bumpers on the housing
prevent snagging on vines,
hail nets or other obstacles.
The large-dimensioned
supporting legs allow to park
the machine comfortably.

Two-sided 3-point frame for
front/rear mounting (only
available as rigid mounting)

Set of skids

Hydraulic side shift in
connection with parallelogram
shift* / adjustment way
approx. 40 cm (possible from
WM 125) / Mechanical lateral
adjustment*
*only for front or rear mounting

The mounting and shredding
device collects the scrub from
the ground and retains it in the
housing for extra shredding.
If grass should be mulched,
the mounting and shredding
device can be rotated to the top
easily. That way the mulched
material can be spread out
evenly behind the rear roller.

Gearbox independent rotating
directions



... developed and manufactured in Germany

The KM flail mulcher is designed
for universal use. The extremely
flat design and the lowered
drive are ideal for the use in
fruit growing. The serial
3-point parallelogram
sideshift adjustment with
large setting range allows
lateral extension at the tractor.
A powerful model for mulching
and shredding prunings.

As the KM is mounted closely to the tractor,
the weight distribution is advantageous and guarantees
a good manoeuvrability. The mulched material is spread out evenly
behind the rear roller.

8

e.g.

additional
cutter systems

page 9

KM Strong performance for mulching and wood
shredding

Fig. with
special equipment
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KM 135*** 145*** 155 180 200 220

„Y“-type blades pcs. 42 44 48 54 60 66
System flails pcs. 10 12 12 14 16 16

Working width m 1.35 1.45 1.55 1.80 2.00 2.20

Overall width m 1.47 1.56 1.70 1.95 2.15 2.35

Housing height drive side mm 571 571 571 571 571 571

Housing height offset side mm 487 487 487 487 487 487

Max. lateral offset m 0.98 1.07 1.16 1.40 1.54 1.74
from tractor centre (1.12*) (1.20*) (1.32*)

Power requirement* from kW / hp 18/25 20/27 22/30 25/35 29/40 37/50

Rpm of PTO rpm 540 or 1,000 – depending on the equipment

Weight** approx. kg 460 480 500 550 580 630
* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height *** KM 135 / 145 with 2-groove V-belt drive
** Weight may differ according to equipment * central gear 

Basic equipment
n Mounting: rear
n High-quality angular gear: robust, flexible drive over enhanced V-belt on

the rotor shaft, automatic belt tensioning
n Self-cleaning roller with large spherical roller bearings, drive roll

diameter 170 mm
n At the ends of conical shaped rear roller for a smooth cornering
n Cutting height adjustment on rear roller and top link, roller height-adjustable
n Serrated counter-cutter in the housing to increase the degree of defibration

and reduction of the mulch mass
n Manual 3-point parallelogram-side adjustment / adjustment 40 cm
n Rotor tube diameter 140 mm
n Mounting and shredding device takes the scrub from the ground and

accumulates it in the housing for extra shredding
n Shredding of scrub: up to approx. Ø 5 cm “Y“-type blades or system

flails up to approx. Ø 10 cm, club flails up to approx. Ø 5 cm
n Compact, solid and torsion-free steel sheet housing

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO / PTO with free wheel
n Set of Skids
n Hydraulic side adjustment for mulcher / 42 cm adjustment track
n Suspension and central gear (KM 180 / 200 / 220)
n Rubber shred rotor / inter-row cutter with holder for mulcher, rear attachment
n Swivel disc with motor (without hydraulic hoses, required oil feed 20 – 25 l/min),

outreach from side plate of the mulcher 53 cm, working width 68 cm, 75 kg
n Wear plates

Technical data

Well proven range of use 
n in orchards and vineyards
n in pasture and land maintenance
n landscape maintenance
n mulching of roadside vegetation
n alongside paths and roads
n in sports facilities and parkways
n for lawn maintenance at airports and on fallows
n in forest plantations
n for shredding prunings
n in berry orchards
n mulching of corn stover

KM with mounted swivel disk.

KM mounting and shredding device to shred prunings.

The wing
For mulching in tree rows
a wing can be mounted
at the side.

KM cutter
system,
either...

“Y“-type blades

System flails...
with fine-cutting
blade or claw blade

Universal flail



The KM flail mulcher is designed for universal use. The extremely flat design
and the lowered drive are ideal for the use in fruit growing.
The serial 3-point parallelogram sideshift adjustment with large
setting range allows lateral extension at the tractor.
A powerful model for mulching
and shredding prunings.

As the KM is mounted closely to the tractor, the weight distribution is
advantageous and guarantees a good manoeuvrability. The mulched material
is spread out evenly behind the rear roller.

... developed and manufactured in Germany
10

e.g.

additional
cutter systems
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KM Flat drive – Strong performance for
mulching and wood shredding

Fig. with special equipment –
sawn timber clearer with lift-out
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Flat drive KM 155 180 200 220

„Y“-type blades pcs. 48 54 60 66
System flails pcs. 12 14 16 16

Working width m 1.55 1.80 2.00 2.20

Overall width m 1.70 1.95 2.15 2.35

Housing height drive side mm 571 571 571 571

Housing height offset side mm 487 487 487 487

Max. lateral offset
from tractor centre m 1.18 1.32 1.42 1.52

Power requirement* from kW / hp 22/30 25/35 29/40 37/50

Rpm of PTO rpm 540 or 1,000 – depending on the equipment

Weight** approx. kg 620 630 640 690

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight depending on the equipment

Basic equipment
n Mounting: front
n Flat drive in front mounting
n High-quality angular gear with two running wheels: robust, flexible drive over

enhanced V-belt on the rotor shaft, automatic belt tensioning
n Gearbox independent of direction of rotation only for 540 rpm or 1,000 rpm
n Self-cleaning roller with large spherical roller bearings, drive roll

diameter 170 mm  
n At the ends of conical shaped rear roller for a smooth cornering
n Cutting height adjustment on rear roller and top link, roller height-adjustable
n Serrated counter-cutter in the housing to increase the degree of defibration

and reduction of the mulch mass
n Manual 3-point parallelogram-side adjustment – adjustment 41 cm
n Rotor tube diameter 140 mm
n Low V-belt drive sidewise
n Mounting and shredding device takes the scrub from the ground

and accumulates it in the housing for extra shredding
n Shredding of scrub: up to approx. Ø 5 cm “Y“-type blades or system flails

up to approx. Ø 10 cm, club flails up to approx. Ø 5 cm
n Compact, solid and torsion-free steel sheet housing

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO
n Set of skids 
n Hydraulic side adjustment for mulcher / 42 cm adjustment track
n Attachment plate for rubber shred rotor, adjustable incline
n Support frame OB II single-sided (right) with hydraulic lift-out
n Rubber shred rotor / inter-row cutter
n Support frame OB II with hydraulic lift system (two-sided)
n Rubber shred rotor with holder for front mounting
n Wear plates

Technical data

Well proven range of use 
n in orchards and vineyards
n in pasture and land maintenance
n landscape maintenance
n mulching of roadside vegetation
n alongside paths and roads
n in sports facilities and parkways
n for lawn maintenance at airports and on fallows
n in strawberry orchards and forestry
n for shredding prunings
n mulching of corn stover

KM cutter
system,
either...

“Y“-type blades

System flails...
with fine-cutting
blade or claw blade

Universal flail

The row cleaner
The row cleaner can be mounted at the KM flail mulcher to
clean away scrub. Front and rear mounting possible.

KM with mounted swivel disc.

KM with mounting and shredding device to shred prunings.
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PME Flat drive – Heavy model for mulching
and wood shredding

The PME flail mulcher is designed for universal use.
The extremely flat design and the lowered drive
are ideal for the use in fruit growing.
A use at the front or rear is possible without any effort.
The serial 3-point linear sideshift adjustment with
large setting range allows lateral extension at the tractor.
A powerful model for mulching and shredding prunings.
As the PME is mounted closely to the tractor,
the weight distribution is advantageous and
guarantees a good manoeuvrability.
The mulched material is spread out evenly
behind the rear roller.

z.B.

additional
cutter systems

page 13

certified for

road maintenance serviceDIN EN 13524

... developed and manufactured in Germany
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Basic equipment
n Mounting: front and rear
n High-quality angular gear with two running wheels: robust, flexible drive over

enhanced V-belt on the rotor shaft, automatic belt tensioning
n Gearbox independent of direction of rotation only for 540 rpm or 1,000 rpm
n Self-cleaning roller with large spherical roller bearings,

drive roll diameter 170 mm  
n At the ends of conical shaped rear roller for a smooth cornering
n Cutting height adjustment on rear roller and top link, roller height-adjustable
n Serrated counter-cutter in the housing to increase the degree of defibration

and reduction of the mulch mass
n Hydraulic side adjustment – adjustment 40 cm
n Rotor tube diameter 140 mm
n Low V-belt drive sidewise

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO
n Support frame OB II one-sided (to the right) with hydraulic lifting
n Support frame OB II with hydraulic lifting (two-sided)
n Rubber shred rotor / row cleaner
n Wear plate

Flat drive PME 155 180 200 220

„Y“-type blades pcs. 48 54 60 66
System flails pcs. 12 14 16 16

Working width m 1.55 1.80 2.00 2.20

Overall width m 1.74 1.98 2.18 2.38

Housing height drive side  mm 594 594 594 594

Housing height offset side  mm 517 517 517 517

Max. lateral offset
from tractor centre m 1.06 1.30 1.40 1.50

Power requirement* from kW / hp 25 / 35 25 / 35 29 / 40 37 / 50

Rpm of PTO rpm 540 or 1,000 – depending on the equipment

Weight** approx. kg 660 720 780 830

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight depending on the equipment

Technical data

PME cutter
system,
either...

“Y“-type blades

System flails...
with fine-cutting
blade or claw blade

Universal flail

Well proven range of use 
n in orchards and vineyards
n in pasture and land maintenance
n landscape maintenance
n mulching of roadside vegetation
n alongside paths and roads
n in sports facilities and parkways
n for lawn maintenance at airports and on fallows
n in strawberry orchards and forestry
n for shredding prunings
n mulching of corn stover



... developed and manufactured in Germany

The humus PM series of flail mulchers
has been developed to meet the highest
requirements and for hp capacities
of up to 320 hp. The objective was
to develop a mulcher that combines
high work performance, stability
and a high working speed.

The new humus PM mulcher permits
working speeds of up to 20 km/h.
The large housing with a passage height
of 80 cm likewise supports the high
working speeds, because the mulched material can very quickly flow off.
The high working speed is particularly interesting for machinery contractors and for working
large areas, as time management in agriculture is becoming increasingly significant as well.

Thanks to high-quality components, such as branded roller bearings,
angular gears and a case made of finegrained steel, the PM flail mulchers
are designed for a long durability and professional use.

The PM fail mowers offer an ideal adaptation to the terrain.
The large rear roller with a 32 mm Ø tracks the ground over the entire working
width and ensures quiet operation, even on uneven terrain.14

PM For tractors from 150 kW / 200 hp
Heavy model for tractors up to 235 kW / 320 hp

humus system flail
net weight: 4.6 kg

For furthe
r information

please req
uest our

PM brochure
 or visit

our website

www.mulcher.tv/f
lail-mulchers/pm

/ 

certified for

road maintenance serviceDIN EN 13524

World innovation!

Soil treat
ment with

interchan
geable ro

llers

humus

This product is made

of Hardox® wear plate
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PM 280 310 320

Fine edge blade pcs. 24 28 28

Working width m 2.78 3.10 3.20

Overall width m 3.00 3.30 3.40

Total weight** kg 2,100 2,260 2,300

with processing roller Cut-Roller kg 2,293 2,474 2,521

Power requirement* from kW / hp 110 / 150 110 / 150 110 / 150

Drive selection max. up to kW / hp 235 / 320 235 / 320 235 / 320

Rpm of PTO min-1 1,000 1,000 1,000

Knife shaft speed min-1 1,200 1,200 1,200

Side shift cm 46 46 46

Max. lateral offset from tractor centre m 1.62 1.77 1.82

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight may differ according to equipment

Basic equipment
n Mounting: front and/or rear
n Attachement: Cat. II and III
n V-Belts: 5
n Flail weight: 4.6 kg
n Field of cutter rotation: 690 mm
n Passage height – housing: 800mm
n Entry height – housing: 370 mm
n 2 serrated counter-cutters in the housing

to increase the degree of defibration
and reduction of the mulch mass

n Adjustable impact bar
n Diameter of the track roller: Ø 320 mm
n Cutting height adjustment element

with track roller (6 cm) and top link
n Hardox® wear plate

Technical data

Well proven range of use 
n in the pasture and land maintenance
n for mulching lawns
n for mulching infertillage 
n for mulching corn stover
n for lawn maintenance
n to slice and dice of sawn timber
n in the landscape maintenance

Accessories /
special equipment

n PTO
n Lighting equipment
n Cut-Roller track roller

2-sided 3-point frame for front
and rear mounting and linear
lateral adjustment as standard.

The Cut-Roller track roller
crushes and likewise cuts the
crop residues. It is particularly
well-suited for dry and sandy
soils.

The extra large-sized skid
from highly wear-resistant
fine-grained steel serves for
the humus PM as a support
base. So a safe state is
guaranteed on every surface.
The skid can be replaced
easily as a spare part.

Adjustable impact bar

350 mm

800 mm

Cut-Roller

Interchangeable
rollers depending on
the implementation

Function diagram – Cut-Roller

Transport frame



... developed and manufactured in Germany

The humus KMF is the heaviest
and most solid model of humus
mulchers. Thanks to high-quality
components such as branded
roller bearings, angular gears
and a case made of
fine-grained steel,
the humus KMF flail
mulchers are designed
for a long durability and
professional use.

Due to the two-sided three-point
frame, the use at the front or rear
is possible without any effort. The customer
has the possibility to customise the humus
KMF flail mulcher optimally for himself and his use
with the wide variety of accessories and special equipment.

16

Fig. with
special equipment

e.g.

additional
cutter systems
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KMF For Unimog and tractors from 30 kW / 40 hp
Heavy model for tractors up to 150 kW / 200 hp
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KMF 200 220 240 260 280 300

„Y“-type blades pcs. 54 60 66 72 72 84
System flails pcs. 14 16 16 20 20 24

Working width m 1.80 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.78

Overall width m 1.99 2.19 2.39 2.62 2.82 3.00

Housing height
drive side mm 905 905 905 905 905 905

Housing height
offset side mm 539 539 539 539 539 539

Max. lateral offset
from tractor centre m 1.21 1.41 1.52 1.61 1.72 1.71

Power requirement* from kW / hp 30/40 30/40 37/50 44/60 44/60 56/75

Rpm of PTO rpm 540, 750 or 1,000

Weight**  approx. kg 675 720 730 830 890 910

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight may differ according to equipment

Basic equipment
n Mounting: front and / or rear 
n Width of tray of mulch behind the roller
n Gearbox with free wheel
n High-quality bevel gear: Robust, flexible drive over enhanced V-belt

on the rotor shaft, automatic V-belt tensioning
n Self-cleaning roller with large storage and floor-friendly guide to the

rounded ends and vertical adjustment of the mulcher
n Adjustable cutting height of 3 to 15 cm at the rear roller
n Serrated counter-cutter in the housing to increase the degree

of defibration and reduction of the mulch mass
n Two support legs
n Large track roller Ø 244 mm
n Rotor tube diameter 168 mm
n Solid and torsion-free steel sheet housing
n Shredding of scrub: up to approx. Ø 10 cm

Technical data

Well proven range of use 
n in pasture and land maintenance
n mulching of roadside vegetation
n in sports facilities and parkways
n in strawberry orchards and forestry
n mowing of lawns
n for lawn maintenance at airports and on fallows
n landscape maintenance
n for shredding prunings, scrub and undergrowth
n mulching of corn stover

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO
n V-Belt protection plate / reinforcement
n Wear plates up to 2.20 / 2.40 m working width
n Lighting equipment
n Metal flaps of Hardox® wear plate

Surcharge up to working width 2.40 / 2.78 m
n Hydraulic side shift adjustment track front 44 cm / rear 42 cm
n Chain screen instead of metal flaps
n Lateral stageless adjustable wheels instead of roller
n 2 pcs. front wheels
n Hour meter
n Set of skids
n Two-sided three-point frame for front-and rear-mounting
n Additional stone guard (rubber) in front / for rear area
n Gearbox independent of direction of rotation
n Rear mounting, flat drive
n Balancing device: 2 x chains, 2 x springs
n Front mounting with load relieving device on Unimog

“Y“-type blades

System flails...
with fine-cutting
blade or claw blade

Universal flail

KMF cutter
system,
either...

The KMF rear-mounted for turf care.

Even spread of the mulched
material. The KMF works
smoothly, without clogging and
is suitable for mulching large
areas.

High-quality V-belt drive,
large-sized roller bearing and
internal V-belt tensioner.

The mechanic parallelogram sideshift
adjustment (upon request hydraulically
controlled) and the serial drive shaft drift.

Hour meter

Hydraulic side shift 
adjustment track
front 44 cm /
rear 42 cm

Chain screen instead of
metal flaps

Lateral stagelesss adjustable
wheels instead of roller

2 pcs. front wheels Set of skids

Two-sided three-point frame
for front-and rear-mounting

Additional stone guard (rubber)
in front

Gearbox independent of
direction of rotation

Rear mounting, flat drive

The KMF in pasture care.

Shredding of scrub in fruit-growing.

Balancing device:
2 x chains,
2 x springs

Front mounting
with load relieving
device on Unimog
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PMF For tractors from 37 kW / 50 hp
Heavy model for tractors up to 150 kW / 200 hp

The PMF has a newly-designed three-point bracket with linear lateral adjustment,
which enables a high lateral thrust of up to 63 cm. The new three-point
bracket receptacle can be used for front and/or rear attachment.

An extensive offering of optional special accessories,
such as drop flaps made of Hardox® wear
plate steel, is provided for the machine.

The machine is factory-equipped
with skids. The skids stabilise
the machine in motion and
prevent the rotor shafts from
penetrating too deeply into the soil.

The working width of the powerful
PMF humus mulcher is between
2.20 meters and 3.20 meters,
and depending on the model the PMF
humus mulchers are suitable for tractors
from 50 hp up to 200 hp. 

... developed and manufactured in Germany

Fig. with
special equipment

e.g.

additional
cutter systems

page 19



PMF 220 240 260 280 320

„Y“-type blades pcs. 66 72 72 84 96
System flails pcs. 16 20 20 24 28

Working width m 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.78 3.20

Overall width m 2.39 2.62 2.82 3.00 3.42

Housing height
drive side  mm 905 905 905 905 977

Housing height
offset side mm 539 539 539 539 627

Max. lateral offset
from tractor centre m 1.62 1.79 1.97 2.06 2.24

Power requirement* from kW / hp 37/50 44/60 44/60 56/75 66/90

Rpm of PTO rpm 540, 750 or 1,000

Weight**  approx. kg 988 1,088 1,148 1,195 1,428

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight may differ according to equipment

Basic equipment
n Mounting: front and/or rear
n Width of tray of mulch behind the roller
n Gearbox with free wheel
n High-quality bevel gear: Robust, flexible drive over enhanced V-belt on the

rotor shaft, automatic V-belt tensioning
n Self-cleaning roller with large storage and floor-friendly guide to the

rounded ends and vertical adjustment of the mulcher
n Adjustable cutting height of 3 to 15 cm at the rear roller
n Serrated counter-cutter in the housing to increase the degree of defibration

and reduction of the mulch mass
n Two support legs
n Large track roller Ø 244 mm
n Rotor tube diameter 168 mm / PMF 320 = 244 mm
n Double bracket on both sides for front and rear attachment with linear

hydraulic lateral adjustment – adjustment distance 63 cm

Technical data

Well proven range of use 
n in pasture and land maintenance
n mulching of roadside vegetation
n in sports facilities and parkways
n in strawberry orchards and forestry
n mowing of lawns
n for lawn maintenance at airports and on fallows
n landscape maintenance
n for shredding prunings, scrub and undergrowth
n mulching of corn stover

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO 
n Lateral stageless adjustable wheels instead of roller
n Chain screen instead of metal flaps
n Hour meter
n Additional stone guard (rubber) in front
n Gearbox independent of direction of rotation
n Additional stone guard (rubber) for rear area
n Balancing device: 2 x chains, 2 x springs
n V-Belt protection plate / reinforcement
n Wear plates up to 2.20 / 2.40 m working width
n Lighting equipment
n Metal flaps of Hardox® wear plate

Surcharge up to working width 2.40 / 3.20 m
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“Y“-type blades

System flails...
with fine-cutting
blade or claw blade

Universal flail

PMF cutter
system,
either...

Lateral stagelesss
adjustable wheels
instead of roller

Chain screen
instead of
metal flaps

Hour meter

Additional stone
guard (rubber)
in front

Gearbox
independent
of direction
of rotation

Additional stone
guard (rubber)
for rear area

Balancing device:
2 x chains,
2 x springs



The new PML humus flail mulcher can be operated in front or rear attachment.
Thanks to the new Hardox steel housing, it was possible to achieve a significant
weight reduction. Thus the lightweight PML humus flail mulcher is by no
means inferior to its big brother, the KMF, in rigidity and stability and offers
convincing performance thanks to its lightweight design.

For example, with its lowest possible machine weight of 760 kg, working widths
of up to 2.78 meters can be achieved.

The machine is factory-equipped with skids.
The skids stabilise the machine in motion
and prevent the rotor shafts
from penetrating too
deeply into the soil.

Thanks to the minimal
machine weight,
the PML is also suitable
for slope tractors.
The PML is designed
for tractors up to 150 hp.
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PML For tractors from 110 kW / 150 hp

... developed and manufactured in Germany

e.g.

additional
cutter systems

page 21

humus

This product is made

of Hardox® wear plate



PML 220 240 260 280

„Y“-type blades pcs. 66 72 72 84
System flails pcs. 16 20 20 24

Working width m 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.78

Overall width m 2.37 2.57 2.77 2.95

Max. lateral offset
from tractor centre m 1.55 1.63 1.71 1.83

Power requirement* from kW / hp 37/50 44/60 44/60 56/75

Rpm of PTO rpm 540, 750 or 1,000

Weight**  approx. kg 620 670 700 760

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight may differ according to equipment

Basic equipment
n Mounting: front and/or rear
n Width of tray of mulch behind the roller
n Gearbox with free wheel
n High-quality bevel gear: Robust, flexible drive over enhanced V-belt on

the rotor shaft, automatic V-belt tensioning
n Self-cleaning roller with large spherical roller bearings,

drive roll diameter 170 mm
n Adjustable cutting height of 3 to 15 cm at the rear roller
n Serrated counter-cutter in the housing to increase the degree of

defibration and reduction of the mulch mass
n Two support legs
n Rotor tube diameter 168 mm
n Hardox® wear plate housing
n Housing height drive side 904 mm
n Housing height offset side 538 mm

Technical data

Well proven range of use
n in pasture and land maintenance
n mulching of roadside vegetation
n in strawberry orchards and forestry
n mowing of lawns
n for lawn maintenance at airports and on fallows
n landscape maintenance
n for shredding prunings, scrub and undergrowth
n mulching of corn stover

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO 
n Hydraulic side shift adjustment track front 44 cm / rear 42 cm
n Two-sided three-point frame for front / rear mounting
n Additional rubber stone impact guard in the front area
n Additional rubber stone impact guardin the rear area
n Wear plates up to 2.20 / 2.40 m working width
n Lighting equipment
n Metal flaps of Hardox® wear plate

Surcharge up to working width 2.40 / 2.78 m
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PML cutter
system,
either...

“Y“-type blades

Fine-cutting blade

Hydraulic side
shift adjustment
track front
44 cm / rear 42 cm

Two-sided
three-point
frame for front /
rear mounting

Additional rubber
stone impact guard
in the front area

Additional rubber
stone impact
guard in the
rear area

Chain screen
instead of
metal flaps



... developed and manufactured in Germany

The front flail mulcher Type A is
designed that it can be mounted to
almost all special tractors.

Apart from the capability with
landscape care in municipal use,
due to its stability the Type A
model offers excellent requirements
for mulching in lopes, in agriculture
and forestry as well as in fruit-
growing and viticulture.
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e.g.

additional
cutter systems
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Fig. with
rigid mounting

Type A Flail mulcher for large areas

optional

for the same price

for
 th

e same price

Arbitrary:

certified for

road maintenance serviceDIN EN 13524



“Y“-type blades

System flails...
with fine-cutting
blade or claw blade

Universal flail
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Basic equipment
n Mounting: front and / or rear
n Large tray of mulch behind the roller
n Made of high quality fine grain steel with extremely high stability
n Gearbox with overrunning clutch. High-quality bevel gear: Robust, flexible

drive via enhanced V-belt on the rotor shaft, automatic V-belt tensioning
n Large-diameter rotor shaft with solid pendulum roller bearing –

rotor tube diameter 140 mm
n Self-cleaning roller with large spherical roller bearing
n Roller with rounded edges for a smooth cornering
n Height-adjustable skids on the side parts
n Large diameter of roller 170 mm
n Depending on the type of tractor rigid suspension or mechanical 3-point

parallelogram-side adjustment

Well proven range of use 
n in orchards and vineyards
n in horticulture
n landscape maintenance
n in berry orchards
n in nurseries
n in sports facilities and parkways 
n for lawn maintenance at airports and on fallows
n mulching of roadside vegetation
n mulching of corn stover

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO / PTO with star profile
n Hydraulic cylinder for side shift / 42 cm adjustment track
n Two-sided three point frame for front and rear mounting

(only possible with parallelogram sideshift adjustment)
n Gearbox independent of rotation direction
n Wear plates

We provide customised add-on components for...
n Holder n Reformtrak
n Rasant n Fendt
n AEBI Terratrac n Pasquali
n Tremo n DE-Pietri
n BCS n Carraro

Type A cutter
system,
either...

Type A 155 180 200 220

„Y“-type blades pcs. 48 54 60 66
System flails pcs. 12 14 16 16

pcs. 18 21 24 26

Working width m 1.55 1.80 2.00 2.20

Overall width m 1.74 1.98 2.18 2.38

Max. lateral offset with m 1.08 1.33 1.50 1.55
parallelogram mounting

Power requirement* from kW / hp 26/34 30/40 36/48 44/60

Rpm of PTO rpm 540, 750 or 1,000 

Weight** rigid attachment approx. kg 480 510 560 580
with parallelogram adjustment approx. kg 500 560 610 635

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight depending on the equipment

Technical data

Safety cutters

Safety cutters

Optional:
available
with hydraulic
sideshift
adjustment and
parallelogram
adjustment.

 
 

RAL 3000

Colour



... developed and manufactured in Germany

The SPG flail mulcher is a
lightweight and inexpensive
mulcher of high quality and for
all kinds of mulching works.
The SPG is suitable for engine-
power classes up to 70 HP.

Like its models in the humus
professional category, the SPG
flail mulcher is characterised
by a large-dimensioned rotor
shaft with a solid spherical
roller bearing and a self-
cleaning roller 170 mm Ø.
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Fig. with
special equipment

e.g.

additional
cutter systems
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SPG Flail mulcher for all mulching work –
for tractors up to 52 kW / 70 hp
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Basic equipment
n Mounting: front and/or rear
n Gearbox with free wheel
n Reinforced belt and automatic belt tension
n Cutting height adjustment on rear roller and top link  
n Large-diameter rotor shaft with solid spherical roller bearing
n Self-cleaning roller with large spherical roller bearings:

Drive roll diameter 170 mm
n At the ends of conical shaped rear roller for a smooth cornering
n Serial manual lateral adjustment – adjustment 41 cm
n Rotor tube diameter 140 mm

Well proven range of use 
n meadows and arable land
n on paddocks
n in orchards
n in landscape maintenance
n fallows
n airports
n mulching of corn stover

Accessories / special equipment
n PTO
n Hydraulic side shift / 42 cm adjustment track
n As a front device
n Two-sided three-point frame for front / rear mounting
n Gearbox independent of direction of rotation

SPG 155 180 200 220

„Y“-type blades pcs. 48 54 60 66
System flails pcs. 12 14 16 16

Working width m 1.55 1.80 2.00 2.20

Overall width m 1.70 1.95 2.15 2.35

Max. lateral offset
from tractor centre m 1.08 1.32 1.52 1.56

Power requirement* from kW / hp 22/30 22/30 29/40 37/50

Rpm of PTO rpm 540, 750 or 1,000

Weight** approx. kg 450 470 515 550

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight may differ according to equipment

Technical data

SPG cutter
system,
either...

“Y“-type blades

Fine-cutting blade



... developed and manufactured in Germany
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SM With PTO drive – Especially suitable for front
mounting on all municipal and small tractors

optional

for the same price

for
 th

e same price

Arbitrary:

certified for

road maintenance serviceDIN EN 13524

e.g.

additional
cutter systems
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The humus SM
is designed for the universal
use. With its extremely
compact and low
construction and a
hydraulic drive, it is
particularly suitable for all
municipal vehicles and special tractors.
Beyond that, this mulcher
can still be used after a vehicle
change with its flexible
mounting system. 



SM 085 105 125 145 155 175

Small flails/
Fine edge blade pcs. 14 18 24 28 30

pcs. 12 15 18 21 24 27

Working width m 0.85 1.05 1.25 1.45 1.55 1.75

Overall width m 0.95 1.15 1.35 1.55 1.65 1.85

Housing height m 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

Power
requirement* from kW / hp 8/11 12/16 17/23 22/30 26/34 28/38

Rpm of PTO rpm 540, 1,000 or 2,000 –
other speeds on request

Weight** approx. kg 144 160 180 220 240 285

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height
** Weight may differ according to equipment

Technical data

Safety cutters

Small flails

Fine-cutting blade
B60

The humus flail
mulcher SM is
equipped with
small flails, fine-
cutting blades or

.

All cutting systems
ensure a clean
and good cut and
prove themselves
when shredding
shrubbery. The

prevent ejection
of rocks and other
foreign objects.
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Basic equipment
n Mounting: front or rear
n Housing with system angle for quick installation on the carrier vehicle
n Set of skids   
n Rear roller adjustment for good soil management and precise cutting height
n Transmission with drive-through and pivoting
n Attachment variants included included
n Large tray of mulch behind the roller
n Overload protection by flexible V-belt drive
Different mounting blocks:
n Three-point frame Cat. I and II
n Three-point frame Cat. I front HOLDER
n Adjustable coupling device, suitable for carrier vehicle Cat. 0
n Adapter for J.D. F144S / F 156S / F114S, Kubota F3060 / F3680,

Shibaura 284 / 314 / 374 / 364, Iseki SF200 / SF220 / SF330,
Husqvarna PT26D and many more...

Accessories / special equipment
n Hydraulic maintenance cover in front
n PTO without free wheel up to 1,000 rpm
n PTO balanced without overrunning clutch for PTO speed over 1,000 rpm
n Spring kit for strain relief
n Set of wheels, wheel diameter 300 x 100 mm
n Set of foam-filled wheels, wheel diameter 300 x 100 mm
n Hydraulic side shift / 28 cm adjustment track – only front mounting,

3-point possible and up to 1,000 rpm – available from SM 105
n Hydraulic lateral adjustment in conjunction with parallelogram adjustment

(Only for front or rear attachment in Cat. I and II) / adjustment
distance approx. 40 cm (from SM 145 possible)

n Mechanical lateral adjustment inconjunction with parallelogram

SM cutter
system,
either...

Well proven range of use 
n in horticulture
n in berry orchards
n in nurseries
n in sports facilities and parkways
n for lawn maintenance at airports and on fallows
n in pasture and land maintenance
n landscape maintenance
n mulching of roadside vegetation
n mulching of corn stover

RAL 3000

Colour
selection...

RAL 2011

Safety cutters

Safety cutters

Safety cutters

Adjustable coupling triangle
suitable for Cat. I carrier vehicle

Attachment: Kubota F-Series

Attachment: John Deere F-
Series, Shibaura, Husqvarna PT,
Iseki SF-Series

Attachment: Three-point
Cat. I or II

Hydraulic side shift / 28 cm
adjustment track – only front
mounting, 3-point possible and
up to 1,000 rpm – available
from SM 105

Sonderausrüstung SM

Attachment variants SM

Hydraulic lateral adjustment in
conjunction with parallelogram
adjustment (Only for front or
rear attachment in Cat. I and II)
/ adjustment distance approx.
40 cm (from SM 145 possible)

Fig. hydraulic



... developed and manufactured in Germany

The humus SME is
designed for the universal use.
With its extremely compact and
low construction and a hydraulic
drive the SME is particularly
suitable for all two-wheel tractors.
Beyond that an adjustable mounting
system allows a perfect adaption
to the carrier vehicle.
In this category the SME series
is unique. The solid and torsion-free
housing and the solid bearings
on the rear roller and rotor
shaft make these mulchers
absolutely reliable partners,
even with the professional user!
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SME Flail mulcher for single-axle tractors and
AEBI TC07

optional

for the same price

for
 th

e same price

Arbitrary:

certified for

road maintenance serviceDIN EN 13524

Fig. with 
mounting flange

e.g.

additional
cutter systems
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SME 085 105 125 145

Small flails/
Fine edge blade pcs. 14 18 24 28

pcs. 12 15 18 21

Working width m 0.85 1.05 1.25 1.45

Overall width  m 0.95 1.15 1.35 1.55

Housing height m 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

Power requirement* 
from kW / hp 8/11 12/16 17/23 19/26

Rpm of PTO rpm according to indication of the carrier vehicle

Weight** approx. kg 144 170 185 200

* The power requirement also depends upon the grass density and grass height 
** Weight may differ according to equipment

Technical data

Safety cutters
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Basic equipment
n Mounting: front
n Mounting flange, adjustable
n Set of skids 
n Rear roller adjustment for good soil management and precise cutting height  
n Cutting height adjustment
n Large tray of mulch behind the roller
n Brake gear to stop the rotor shaft
n Tool for quick adjustment of the cutting height

Well proven range of use 
n in horticulture
n in berry orchards
n in nurseries
n in sports facilities and parkways
n for lawn maintenance on fallows
n landscape maintenance
n municipal use
n mulching of corn stover

Tool for cutting height
adjustment and for a
perfect adaption to the
carrier vehicle. 

Small flails

Fine-cutting blade
B60

The humus flail
mulcher SME is
equipped with
small flails, fine-
cutting blades or

.

All cutting systems
ensure a clean
and good cut and
prove themselves
when shredding
shrubbery. The

prevent ejection
of rocks and other
foreign objects.

SME cutter
system,
either...

RAL 3000

Colour
selection...

RAL 2011

Safety cutters

Safety cutters

Safety cutters

Mounting on following single axle tractors possible:
n Aebi n Irus
n Agria n Köppel
n Bucher / Reform n Rapid



... terminates murine plagues in 
meadows, gardens, fruit orchards 
and vineyards

Mobile device – ready for immediate use

Effective and liable

Harmless to plants and birds

humus MOUSE KILLER

 

 

 



Maschinenfabrik Bermatingen GmbH & Co. KG
Kesselbachstraße 2, D-88697 Bermatingen
Tel. +49 (0) 75 44 / 95 06 0, www.humus-mulcher.com

humus system-flail 
unbeatable for 25 years

...he eats more
 than I do!

· flexible in terms of blade and
 cutter combinations 
· simply exchange of the blades

· working up to 25 % 
 more economical 
· excellent clean cut 

Due to its characteristics, such as high suction effect and strong power the 
humus system flail is more advantageous than the conventional knife systems. 
Thanks to the flexible exchange of the knife the costs are reduced considerably 
compared to a whole flail.
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Our product range

Mouse killer
A mobile device for immediate
use on meadows, gardens, orchards/
vineyards and for landscaping.

More information at
www.mäusevernichter.de

Device technology and machines
for soil cultivation

humus has a high level of commitment in the area
of device technology and offers
an extensive product range
for harvesting fruit,
for cutting tasks
and machines
for soil cultivation.

Attachment forklift
and pallet lifter

All models are equipped
with double-acting hydraulic
cylinder for pressing and fast
lowering, hydraulic top link,
as well as flip-up and multiple
adjustment load forks.

Cultivator

Roller disc harrow

Side mulchers
For mulching on paths and embankments
– equipped with “Y“-type blades,
system flails or safety cutter shaft.

Please request the special brochure, side mulchers.

Rotary mulchers
Rotary mulchers for orchards and vineyards,
proven to be particularly effetive due to their
minimal height. Depending on the model,
the devices are variable in the working width.

Please request the special brochure, rotary mulchers.

Cultivation
The humus-PLANET has been developed
for mechanical weed control. Thorough and
gentle: The weed is pulled out with the root
and then chopped.

Please request the special brochure, rotary mulchers.

www.mulcher.tv

A full-coverage dealer and service network is the
guarantor for proximity to customers and customer
support, also extending years beyond the purchase.

Maschinenfabrik Bermatingen GmbH & Co. KG

Kesselbachstraße 2
D-88697 Bermatingen

Telephone +49 (0) 75 44 9506-0, Fax -20
service@mabe-info.de

Your humus dealer

n Innovative technology
n Outstanding work results
n Easy operation
n Long-term reliability
n High quality
n Stable construction
n Service-friendly design

Subject to technical changes and colour deviations / version 03/2021


